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This document contains a set of guidelines designed to provide a consistent 
corporate identity across all communications. Whether online, in print, in 
broadcast media, or at trade events, the same benefits and key visuals should 
reappear. A coordinated identity provides greater brand awareness and clarity 
in all corporate and marketing communications, and helps clearly identify and 
differentiate Infinidat in the marketplace.

IMPORTANT  The use of Infinidat logos, taglines and service marks in all 
communications must be in accordance with the guidelines set forth in this 
document. The guidelines must also be followed uniformly throughout the 
organization as well as by partners and vendors. Proposed use of any logo 
applications other than those expressly permitted in this document must 
be approved in advance by the marketing department.

Questions concerning these guidelines, their application, or an application not 
covered herein, should be directed to:

Katya Holmkvist,

Chief Designer

E   kholmkvist@infinidat.com

T  +972 73 3949646

Introduction
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The Infinidat visual identity system, presented within this style guide, includes the 
corporate logo, typographic standards and graphic design templates. The components 
of the Infinidat visual identity system have been carefully chosen to work 
together in positioning the company consistently across all media. Standards 
defined within this manual are to be strictly adhered to, without exception. 
Substitution, modification or creative interpretation of any of the visual identity 
standards or components is strictly forbidden.

Visual Identity
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General Company Information

COMPANY NAME

Infinidat is used by the company in all day-to-day communications, 
correspondence, presentations and marketing materials. In legal uses, such as in 
proposals, contracts and official correspondence, the legal incorporated name of 
the company must be used. 

COMPANY BOILERPLATE

Founded in 2011 by storage industry pioneer Moshe Yanai, Infinidat helps 
customers empower data-driven competitive advantage at multi-petabyte 
scale. Infinidat’s software-focused architecture, an evolution and revolution in 
data management design over 30 years in the making, solves the conflicting 
requirements of bigger, faster, and less expensive. Infinidat technology 
simultaneously delivers sub-millisecond latency, seven nines of availability, 
and hyperscale capacity with a significantly lower total cost of ownership than 
incumbent storage technologies.

SHORT COMPANY DESCRIPTION

Infinidat helps customers drive petabyte-scale competitive advantage while 
providing faster-than all-flash performance, seven nines availability,  
and the industry’s lowest total cost of ownership.
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Product Descriptions

InfiniBox®

InfiniBox® by Infinidat provides multi-petabyte enterprise storage with scalability 
exceeding  
8PB in a single 42U rack, faster than all-flash performance, seven nines 
(99.99999%) availability, and multi-protocol support with incredible ease of use. 
With a disruptive price point, InfiniBox also provides unprecedented value for 
modern enterprise storage. Available in multiple configurations, InfiniBox enables 
customers to acquire, store, and analyze the most data to achieve competitive 
advantage.

InfiniGuard®

InfiniGuard® by Infinidat is a multi-petabyte-scale, application-aware data 
protection appliance that stores up to 40 petabytes and provides fast data 
restores to ensure seamless business continuity. InfiniGuard is based on the same 
Infinidat software architecture that powers InfiniBox and supports a rich set of 
data protection software ecosystems/solutions from Commvault, Dell EMC, IBM, 
Microsoft, Oracle, SAP, Veeam, Veritas, and VMware.

InfiniSync®

InfiniSync® by Infinidat is the world’s first solution for zero RPO synchronous data 
replication over a virtually infinite distance, with no latency impact. InfiniSync 
utilizes multiple data transfer capabilities including wired, wireless, and cellular 
protocols to ensure complete data integrity in the event of a power or network 
outage. InfiniSync is also designed to withstand any possible disaster, with 
protection against direct flames, a high impact drop, penetrating forces, and water 
immersion. 

Neutrix Cloud®

Neutrix Cloud® by Infinidat is a sovereign public storage cloud that offers multi-
petabyte cloud file systems and block volumes that are simultaneously accessible 
from AWS, Microsoft Azure, Google Cloud Platform, VMware Cloud on AWS, and 
other public compute clouds. Neutrix Cloud is a pure OpEx storage IaaS and can 
be employed as a standalone service or used with an on-premises InfiniBox for on-
demand business continuity and disaster recovery.
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Messaging Guide

Scale to Win        
2019 Messaging

Empower 
Data-Driven 
Competitive 
Advantage 

at Multi-Petabyte Scale

Data Enables Digital 
Transformation

FLXable 
Consumption / 

Investment 
Protection

Petabyte Scale 
Changes 

Everything

Performance, 
Reliability,

Availability & Cost 
Drive Competitive 

Advantage

Security is "jacks-
or-better to 

open"

“Always On” 
Infrastructure & 
Industry-Leading 
Support Services

Products that 
empower 

Information 
Storage, Analytics, 

MultiCloud, & 
Business 

ContinuityFoundational 
Technologies built 
on Neural Cache / 

Faster than All-
Flash

PROMISE OF VALUE

PROOF POINTS

PRODUCT        
MESSAGING    

THEMES

TOP OF 
FUNNEL
CONTENT

MIDDLE OF 
FUNNEL
CONTENT

ELEVATOR PITCH

"At Infinidat, we help customers empower their competitive 
advantage by solving petabyte-scale data storage challenges. 
Our solutions are faster and more reliable than incumbent 
storage providers—at a fraction of the cost."
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Copyrights

COMPANY NAME

It is imperative that Infinidat protect the intellectual property of all documents 
and publications. Please make sure that the following phrase is included in every 
written or published communication: 

© Infinidat 2019. All Rights Reserved. (Exceptions to this policy may exist for client-
owned documentation).

INTERNAL DOCUMENTS

All internal documents not intended for external publication or general distribution 
should include the following statement:

Infinidat Proprietary and Confidential
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Corporate Logomark

PRINCIPAL GUIDELINES

The Infinidat logo is a specially designed symbol and is the primary graphic 
component of the corporate identity system. The logo is the only acceptable 
symbol to be used to represent Infinidat. It must appear in its entirety and may 
never be cropped, distorted or used on an angle. 

Variants of this logomark developed by partners or vendors are not acceptable. 
When used in color, the logo should conform to the specific CMYK and RGB colors 
listed here. When used in black and white form, use only as directed in this Style 
Guide. 

The logo should be placed as shown below, in color, on a white background or in 
white on an approved color. For all other instances, please reference the following 
pages for usage guidelines.

Good Examples of Logo Background Bad Example of Logo Background
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Product Logomarks

PRINCIPAL GUIDELINES

The Infinidat product logos are the only acceptable symbols to be used to 
represent the Infinidat products. They must appear in their entirety and may never 
be cropped, distorted or used on an angle. 

Variants of this logomark developed by partners or vendors are not acceptable. 
When used in color, the logos should conform to the specific CMYK and RGB colors 
listed here. When used in black and white form, use only as directed in this Style 
Guide. 

The logos should be placed as shown below, in color, on a white background or in 
white on an approved color. For all other instances, please reference the following 
pages for usage guidelines.

Good Examples of Logo Background Bad Example of Logo Background
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Corporate Logo Files for Download

LOGO POSITIVE

Use this logo for any official 
correspondence or documents, as 
per approved electronic templates 
for these items. 

LOGO SOLID

Use this logo for conference 
sponsorship where the logo will 
appear along with other logos.

LOGO REVERSE

Use this logo for any approved 
color backgrounds.

Download for Print  

Download for Print  

Download for Print  

Download for Web  

Download for Web  

Download for Web  

https://adobe.ly/2XgXpDL
https://adobe.ly/2Z72KPQ
https://adobe.ly/2ZeZ3aN
https://adobe.ly/2ImU02W
https://adobe.ly/2Dgjxa1
https://adobe.ly/2UlAghN
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Product Logo Files for Download

LOGO REVERSE

Use this logo for any approved 
color backgrounds.

LOGO POSITIVE

Use this logo for any official 
correspondence or documents, as 
per approved electronic templates 
for these items. 

Download for Print  

Download for Print  

Download for Print  

Download for Print  

Download for Print  

Download for Print  

Download for Print  

Download for Print  

Download for Print  

Download for Print  

Download for Print  

Download for Print  

Download for Print  

Download for Print  

Download for Print  

Download for Print  

Download for Web  

Download for Web  

Download for Web  

Download for Web  

Download for Web  

Download for Web  

Download for Web  

Download for Web  

Download for Web  

Download for Web  

Download for Web  

Download for Web  

Download for Web  

Download for Web  

Download for Web  

Download for Web  

https://adobe.ly/2InTrGb
https://adobe.ly/2UmnShB
https://adobe.ly/2Z73Riu
https://adobe.ly/2VOKmcn
https://adobe.ly/2Zoe3n4
https://adobe.ly/2XgZX4N
https://adobe.ly/2DioSNS
https://adobe.ly/2In2wz2
https://adobe.ly/2IqYsxI
https://adobe.ly/2XdM07N
https://adobe.ly/2DhxHYn
https://adobe.ly/2Zb71Sx
https://adobe.ly/2XbKNOc
https://adobe.ly/2Ilhky9
https://adobe.ly/2DjtinU
https://adobe.ly/2Xj6Lzc
https://adobe.ly/2IpaQ1o
https://adobe.ly/2Xh1isl
https://adobe.ly/2Zbe6CF
https://adobe.ly/2UmrG2n
https://adobe.ly/2VNFpAK
https://adobe.ly/2UobKfO
https://adobe.ly/2VOLLzF
https://adobe.ly/2Uo7IV3
https://adobe.ly/2IoLUHd
https://adobe.ly/2UfVvS4
https://adobe.ly/2UldN4j
https://adobe.ly/2Dju44i
https://adobe.ly/2UiR9cN
https://adobe.ly/2DgCbhY
https://adobe.ly/2UnjmiG
https://adobe.ly/2Di4bSf
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Partner Logo Files for Download

The following logos are for use by approved Infinidat partners only. Questions 
concerning these logos, partners and channels and should be directed to: 

Karine Haase
Events & Channel Marketing Manager

E: khaase@infinidat.com
T: +972 733949671

Download for Print  

Download for Print  

Download for Print  

Download for Print  

Download for Web  

Download for Web  

Download for Web  

Download for Web  

https://adobe.ly/2VLy1WA
https://adobe.ly/2UlFH0b
https://adobe.ly/2Xh35xz
https://adobe.ly/2ZcHHeO
https://adobe.ly/2ZcHkkq
https://adobe.ly/2Xg2Djg
https://adobe.ly/2ImXORM
https://adobe.ly/2DjOLgl
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Logomark Sizing, Scaling and Exclusion Zone

LOGO SIZING

The size of Infinidat logo to be used in a communication depends on 
the audience, the desired emphasis, the other visual elements and the 
layout. The following guidelines should be followed when sizing the 
logo: 

•  The logo should never appear smaller than 35 mm wide.

•  The logo should never appear smaller than another company’s logo 
in any document, collateral or electronic copy. Exceptions to this 
policy may exist in co-branding situations and in client proposals. 

•  For use on Web pages, the Infinidat logo must be no smaller than 
144 pixels in width or 15 pixels in height. 

LOGO SCALING

The logo should always be scaled proportionally. The logo is never to 
be stretched or distorted. 

EXCLUSION ZONE

To protect the visual integrity of the logomark, it should always be 
surrounded by an exclusion zone. By this we mean no text or other 
graphic elements may be placed inside this predetermined area. 
The minimum zone is one width of the logo “D” for the Corporate 
logo or “B” for the Product logos (as indicated to the right). This zone 
is also the minimum distance to the edge of the paper for printed 
applications, and to the edge of the screen in web applications. 
Wherever possible, there should be even more space around the 
logo. This exclusion rule is to establish a minimum distance allowed. 

The exclusion zone should be rigorously adhered to in all 
applications, for print and web.

The gray lines indicate the exclusion zone. The areas indicated by the lines 
represent the minimum distance from the border of a paper or from other graphic 
elements or text. The gray line and the gray-lined logo symbol serves as a guide 
only–do not print them.

Min. width 1”

Incorrect scaling Incorrect scaling

Min. height .1009”
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Typography

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
1234567890  !“”?&+/()™©@
Open Sans Pro Light

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
1234567890  !“”?&+/()™©@
Open Sans Pro Regular

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
1234567890  !“”?&+/()™©@
Open Sans Pro Bold

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
1234567890  !“”?&+/()™©@
Arial

For external marketing use, Infinidat materials should be prepared using the Open 
Sans Pro type family. Body Copy should be set in Open Sans Pro Light while subheads 
should run in Open Sans Pro Bold, and headlines in Open Sans Pro Light. Text should 
have a minimum of hyphenation. 

For internal use on letterhead, proposals and PowerPoint presentations, 
Arial should be used.

Download 
Fonts

https://infinidat.app.box.com/s/6yj1rzdb9zr7x75xh0yuqgcgy4173c8j
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Color Palette

Below are the main colors that are to be used throughout all Infinidat promotional 
materials. They are shown with breakouts in CMYK, PMS, RGB and Web-safe color, 
so the colors are reproduced consistently across all platforms. 

CMYK (Cyan, Magenta, Yellow and Black) process colors, also called 4-color printing 
process. This method uses four basic colors printed in screens to achieve the 
desired color.  This should be the default color mode used in all cases unless 
specified by the vendor.

PMS PMS stands for Pantone Matching System. PMS colors should be used only 
when a digital printer is not an option or when specifically requested by a vendor.

RGB (Red, Green, Blue) is used for on-screen purposes, such as PowerPoint. 

HEXADECIMAL # (Web-Safe Colors) is used for web and on-line applications.

CMYK: 87-33-47-8 
PMS C: 3557 
PMS U: 3145  
RGB: 0-126-130 
Hex#: 007e82

CMYK: 42-35-32-0 
PMS C: Cool Gray 7 
PMS U: 408  
RGB: 156-155-159 
Hex#: 9c9b9f

CMYK: 0-26-100-0 
PMS C: 1235 
PMS U: 116 
RGB: 254-191-15 
Hex#:febf0f

Primary Colors Accent Colors

CMYK: 95-80-30-15 
PMS C: 105-8 
PMS U: 295  
RGB: 39-68-114 
Hex#: 274472

CMYK: 20-75-100-8 
PMS C: 7584  
PMS U: 2349  
RGB: 188-90-40 
Hex#: bc5a28

CMYK: 10-20-55-0 
PMS C: 10-2 
PMS U: 3599  
RGB: 230-198-133 
Hex#: e6c685

CMYK: 70-16-40-0 
PMS C: 2460 
PMS U: 2401  
RGB: 74-166-161 
Hex#: 4aa6a1

CMYK: 56-50-45-12 
PMS C: 424 
PMS U: 2333  
RGB: 117-113-117 
Hex#: 757175

CMYK: 68-58-51-30 
PMS C:10392 
PMS U: 7547  
RGB: 79-83-89 
Hex#: 4f5359
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Image Style
Man and Nature
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Image Style
Nature
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Image Style
Business
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Stationery and Business Cards

Infinidat, Inc.
500 Totten Pond Road
Waltham, MA 02451

1.855.900.4634
info@infinidat.com

infinidat.com

Doc D’Errico
VP, Office of the CTO
Chief Marketing Officer

500 Totten Pond Road, Waltham, MA 02451
office +1.781.907.7593  mobile +1.508.954.8811
docd@infinidat.com  www.infinidat.com

SCALE TO WIN
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Electronic Stationery, Email Signature 
and Email Banners

Electronic Stationery Email Signature

Email Banners

Download 
the Email 
Banner

Download 
the Email 
Banner

Download 
the E- 
Stationery

Download 
the 
Instructions

https://adobe.ly/2DgLIpn
https://adobe.ly/2VMjYjp
https://adobe.ly/2DgLIpn
https://adobe.ly/2VMjYjp
https://infinidat.app.box.com/s/88wxqr28uo1nd4i41gfzn2x5wjgictsl
https://infinidat.app.box.com/s/lj587d7h4ouctoid1xql8lpunupffvnz
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Tradeshow Booths
20x40 Exhibition Booth
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Tradeshow Booths
Conference Provided Booth
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Trade Show Banners

Download 
Roll-Ups 

https://adobe.ly/2VLR6Ih
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Print Advertising

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, erat magna, amet mi felis iaculis conubia, lorem 
unde nec proin eu, nec nec turpis libero eros, duis ut quis. Quisque mauris 
orci lorem. Ipsum laoreet consectetuer varius inceptos mi, et sed laoreet.

Tincidunt tempus. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, erat magna, amet mi felis 
iaculis conubia, lorem unde nec proin eu, nec nec turpis libero eros.

SCALE TO WIN  |  VISIT INFINIDAT.COM 

Empower data-driven 
competitive advantage
at multi-petabyte scale.

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, erat magna, amet mi felis iaculis conubia, lorem 
unde nec proin eu, nec nec turpis libero eros, duis ut quis. Quisque mauris 
orci lorem. Ipsum laoreet consectetuer varius inceptos mi, et sed laoreet.

Tincidunt tempus. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, erat magna, amet mi felis 
iaculis conubia, lorem unde nec proin eu, nec nec turpis libero eros.

SCALE TO WIN  |  VISIT INFINIDAT.COM 

Don’t let data storage 
limit your company’s 
competitive advantage.

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, erat magna, amet mi felis iaculis conubia, lorem 
unde nec proin eu, nec nec turpis libero eros, duis ut quis. Quisque mauris 
orci lorem. Ipsum laoreet consectetuer varius inceptos mi, et sed laoreet.

Tincidunt tempus. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, erat magna, amet mi felis 
iaculis conubia, lorem unde nec proin eu, nec nec turpis libero eros.

SCALE TO WIN  |  VISIT INFINIDAT.COM 

Spark endless innovation
with infinitely scalable
data storage capacity. 
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Marketing Collateral

the cost and 

SCALE TO WIN

Doc D’Errico

500 Trotten Pond Road, Waltham, MA 02451
 +1.781.907.7593  mobile +1.508.954.8811

Folder
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Product Data Sheets
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Product Data Sheets
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White Papers
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Solution Briefs
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Sales PPT Presentation

Download 
PPT Tamplate 
Slides

https://infinidat.app.box.com/s/sjloqtb5dehx2s7p0t66yg3mtax9i6cp
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Website
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Social Media

LinkedIn

Twitter

Facebook Profile Image

Download 
LinkedIn 
Cover

Download 
Twitter 
Cover

Download 
Facebook 
Cover

Download 
Profile 
Image

https://adobe.ly/2VOnU3k
https://adobe.ly/2VOngCW
https://adobe.ly/2DdQkws
https://adobe.ly/2ZewWbV
https://adobe.ly/2VOngCW
https://adobe.ly/2DdQkws
https://adobe.ly/2VOnU3k
https://adobe.ly/2ZewWbV
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Giveaways and Wearables
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Product Branding

Download 
Product Photos

https://adobe.ly/2Whxb4e


Thank You
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